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The 10th winter of 4Move on Ice program is coming, 
and we are delighted to prepare many surprises.

Tracks, facility, toys, driving workshops...
We keep developping your dream driving school!

The feeling of freedom and the art of driving
are more than ever in the DNA of our activities.

The following pages will enable you
to discover our intensive driving courses,
perfectly tuned sport and rally cars,

amazing landscapes, and unique local activities...

We hope to see you soon in Lapland to share 
an unforgettable adventure!

Jean-Christophe David
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Our experience of testing in Lapland since 2001, combined with an advanced pedagogy sup-

ported by a team of very experienced and passionate instructors, allowed us to set up a wide 

range of training programs. 

For beginners as for professional car testers and racers, our mix of theoretical courses, driving 

workshops, personal coaching and free sessions is as fun as effective.

Beside sport, the friendly atmosphere and our taste for freedom make everyday unforgetable...
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PhilosophyPhilosophy



Driving courses, theoretical and practical, are designed to create progressive steps
which will make you fluent in driving sideways. After many hours of training and
coaching, the art of cornering will be natural to you and you might be able to enjoy this
pleasure alone on our tracks. Yes, alone... we want you to experience that!

The 20 vehicles for training purpose have a wide variety of engines, architecture and
moreover, transmissions: rear, front, and four wheel drive cars....

A closer look at our rally tracks, will tell you a lot.. Corner radius are choosen to make
the track fast enough to have no understeer, with only a short, straight line for breathing
before starting another full lap sideways...
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The use of different tracks and training zones is perfect for improving your skills: from dyna-
mic areas to rally tracks, including snow circle and oval.
The freedom feeling you will have there is simply unique.



For which drivers ?For which drivers ?
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For every kind of driver, the fear of loosing control while approching 
the grip limit is a limiting factor.

This is why, for beginners as for professionals or race drivers, controlling 
a car on a slippery surface, managing the balance, and learning to drift,
is a mandatory step of the training process.

For track drivers, the accurate management of physical limits allows
perfectly adapted speed in the corners, creating a beneficial laptime.

For rally drivers, controlling a car in slippery conditions is must-have 
knowledge before crossing the start-line of any race, especially
multi-surface stages.

For amateurs, who just take care about perfect and proper control.



Your challenge after the training

Drifting more than 1km non-stop on the big circle

Achieve a full lap sideways of the rally tracks

Win a chrono challenge
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ChallengesChallenges



These three training programs are structured over a two-day full-time duration. This is the 
necessary duration to grasp, understand, and master drifting. They consist of theoretical 
and practical modules (see next page) aimed at teaching driving techniques, which alter-
nate with free trackday-style driving sessions, with coaching or alone.
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These two-day full-time programs offer propose more driving time (2x4h00 for Expert, 
2x5h00 for Ice Master, 3x5h00 for Ice Racer). They include more advanced theoretical 
content and more challenging practical sessions. Each participant has a dedicated car 
throughout the program and can tailor their driving program starting from the second day 
of the course based on their objectives..

TrainingsTrainings

Discovery, Sport, Rally 2 days (2 x 3h00, 2 drivers/car)

Expert, Ice Master, Ice Racer (2 x 4h00 or 5h00, 1 driver/car)
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The exceptional surrounding and our outstanding activities make Swedish Lapland the 
perfect place for a unique and unforgettable Team Building experience.
The 4Move on Ice concept is also ideal for groups who wish to have a totally private event. 
Our tracks, cars and staff can be fully dedicated to your group.

Team Building, Groups, Clubs,
Custom Program

Driving skills workshops (non-exhaustive list)

Module Name Playground

Module 1 Ice Driving Basics  Dynamic Area

Module 2 Dynamic Equilibrium (under/oversteer) Dynamic Area, Drift Track

Module 3 Creating drift, Movement Amplitude Dynamic Area, Drift Track

Module 4 Controlling & Keeping the drift circles

Module 5 Braking in corner circles

Module 6 Scandinavian Flick Drift Track

Module 7 Drift / Performance compromise Rally Track

Module 8 Time trial Training
(From expert program only) Rally Track
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Our tracks are located a few kilometers from Arvidsjaur, in a secluded hilly setting and a
magical ambiance.

Originally located in Arjeplog, we have chosen to move closer to the various airports to
optimize your travel time.

Situated slightly above sea level and protected from west winds by a mountain range, the lake 
is simply perfect. Not only is it technically ideal for preparing the tracks, but it also provides us 
with the ideal environment to create visual landmarks that are as useful as they are photogenic... 

TracksTracks
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The driving center consists of five tracks offering multiple combinations, with a total length of 
over 7km:

1. The training «drift» track, 15m wide and easy to memorize, including a dynamic area
2. Two circles with diameters of 80m and 100m, 20m wide, combinable to form an oval
3. The rally track, with a length of 2.3km (speed range: 50-110 km/h)
4. The fast track, with a length of 2.5km (speed range: 70-160 km/h)
As the grand finale of each program, the connection of the different tracks forms a 5.5km special 
stage, both technical and fast.

FAQ:
- The preparation of the tracks begins with the freezing of the lake in November.
- Using snowmobiles and progressively larger machinery, the surface of the lake is worked on 
to compact the initial snow, strengthen the ice layer, distribute the weight of the removed snow, 
flatten the surface, and finally give it a «structure» similar to a ski sole.
- A clearance lane borders each track, marked by a 20cm safety cushion.
- Strict pollution control of the site is conducted several times a year, determining the authoriza-
tion for operation.
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CarsCars
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Our 20 sports cars are specifically prepared, tuned, and protected for driving on snow 
and ice.

The technical challenge is significant, but justified: this extremely diverse range will 
allow you to fully appreciate the variety of architectures, behaviors, and eras, regardless 
of your expectations and preferences!

200 HP | Flat-4 atmo.
RWD (2man/1 aut) 

Toyota GT86 x3

Toyota GR86

240 HP | Flat-4 atmo.
RWD

350 HP | 6 cyl. Atmo.
RWD

250 HP | 4 Cyl. Turbo
RWD - Sequential

Alpine A110 x2

321 HP | 6 cyl. Atmo.
RWD

Niss
an 370Z

450 HP | V8 5.0 Atmo.
RWD

Ford M
ustang GT

BMW M
3 3.2

*Rk : For those who are interested in practicing with a front-wheel drive (FWD), our 
Peugeot 308 GTI remains available.
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Mitsubish
i Lancer

Evo 6 T. M
äkinen

180 HP | 4 cyl. Atmo
rwd / rallycar config.

231 HP | 3.2 6 cyl. atmo.
rwd / backpack effect

Porsche 911

Carrera 3.2

Ford Escort

RS M
k1

280 HP | 4 Cyl. Turbo
4 wheel drive

261 HP | 3 Cyl. Turbo
4 wheel drive

Toyota

GR Yaris

440 HP | 4 Cyl. Turbo
4 wheel drive

Mitsubish
i

Lancer Evo IX

500 HP | 4.0 6 cyl. atmo.
rwd

435 HP | 3.8 6 cyl. atmo.
rwd / backpack effect

Porsche 911

GT3

220/230 HP | 4 Cyl. Turbo
4 wheel drive

Mitsubish
i

Lancer Evo VI G
r. A

Subaru Im
preza gt

Subaru W
RX

Porsche 718

GT4 RS

385 HP | 3.4 6 cyl. atmo.
rwd / tracktool config.

Porsche Cayman

GT4



Lodge & accommodationLodge & accommodation 
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Our welcoming chalet, a typical Swedish kata, is located 
on the shore of our frozen lake, right by the track. It is the 
designated space for conducting briefings, breaks, lunches, 
cocktails, and dinners upon request.

Other reception spaces are available in Arvidsjaur: private 
lounges at the hotel, modern tipi, ice cave, and more.

Our partner, Hotel Laponia, located in 
the center of Arvidsjaur, offers accom-
modation that includes access to the 
spa facilities (sauna, indoor pool, fitness 
center), which is perfect after an intense 
day of driving.

The capacity, facilities, and international 
or local menus make our reception ve-
nues ideal for seminars, team-building 
activities, or an unforgettable private 
group adventure.
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PartnersPartners

Founded in 2001 by Yann Le Jossec, PEGASE Driving 
School has developed a unique concept where learning 
is fostered through intense practice and a high degree 
of freedom for progression.

Our shared DNA is rich: technical expertise, mastery, 
performance, extensive driving formats, and a strong 
sense of autonomy.

Initiated in 2021, the partnership with 
several Alpine centers continues this year. 
The French berlinette is indeed a must to 
drive on ice, where its lightness and balance 
work wonders.
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Menu

Programs Discovery Sport/Alpine Rally/Pegase

DURATION
DRIVING TIME
CAR SHARING

2 days, full-time
9am-6pm, 2 x 3h00

2 drivers/car

2 days, full-time
9am-6pm, 2 x 3h00

2 drivers/car

2 days, full-time
9am-6pm, 2 x 3h00

2 drivers/car

CARS
Toyota GT86
Toyota GR86

Peugeot 308 GTI

as discovery
+

Alpine A110
Nissan 370Z

Porsche 911 3.2
BMW M3 3.2

as sport/Alpine
+

Mustang V8
Cayman GT4

+
Subaru Impreza GT

Subaru WRX
Toyota GR Yaris

(4wd : 1h30)

INDIVIDUAL RATE
GROUP RATE
(GROUP SIZE)

3 150 €
2 990 €

(12-16 pax.)

3 990 €
3 790 €

(12-16 pax.)

4 990 €
4 740 €

(8-16 pax.)

Driving programs can be booked individually, as a group, or exclusive group. Customized coaching 
is available upon request.

Each program offers a balanced mix of briefings and exercises designed to create breakthroughs for 
rapid progress, followed by driving sessions with coaching or autonomous driving. The performance 
level of the vehicles and the difficulty of the driving sequences increase gradually.

Each cars included in the package can be driven, and we encourage you to test everything !

Discovery, Sport/Alpine, Rally/Pegase Programs: 3 hours of effective driving per day per person, 
with 2 people per car.

Expert, Ice Master, Ice Racer Programs: 4 or 5 hours of effective driving per day per person, with 
one car per driver full-time.

Furthermore, we offer carefully selected Off-Piste activities, as well as Travel & Accommodation
packages, to complement and simplify your stay in Swedish Lapland.

NOUVEAUTE
ASSURANCE ANNULATION

EXTENSION COVID

Tarifs Hiver 2024Tarifs Hiver 2024
from january 19th to march 29th 2024  | rates vat incl. per person
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(Rates may vary depending the number of participants, VAT incl.)

lunch in chalet 
(included in travel package) 35 € premium Diner at 

the typical «kota» 99 €

snowmobile 
2-3 hours tour 350 € snowmobile 

day tour 650 €

sled dog ride Musher expe-
rience (booking mandatory) 250 € pack Full-board

(3 diners, 1 drink included) 270 €

suite options : premium /
 Exclusive / chalet

60/90/135€
/day car rental 165€/day

+fuel

Off-Piste

Including: Direct flights from Paris Orly or Stuttgart to Arvidsjaur or Lulea, depending on 
availability. 3-star hotel accommodation with spa access. Evening cocktails, transfers to the 
circuit, and catered lunches (local dishes) included for the drivers.

travel package 4 days / 3 nights 5 days / 4 nights

Single room
Travel & accomodation 1 790 € 1 990 €

Duo or couple
Travel & accomodation

Double room
1 490 € 1 590 €

Travel & Accomodation packages

Programs Expert Ice Master Ice Racer

DURATION
DRIVING TIME
CAR SHARING

2 days, full-time
9am-6pm, 2 x 4h00

1 car/driver

2 days, full-time
9am-6pm, 2 x 5h00

1 car/driver

3 days, full-time
9am-6pm, 2 x 5h00

1 car/driver

CARS as rallye / pegase

as expert
+

Escort RS Mk1
Porsche 718 GT4 RS

Porsche 911 GT3
+

Mitsubishi Lancer Evo 9
Mitsubishi Lancer Evo 6 Gr.A

INDIVIDUAL RATE
GROUP RATE
(GROUP SIZE)

5 990 €
5 690 €

(6-10 pax.)

7 990 €
7 590 €

(5-8 pax.)

10 990 €
10 440 €
(5-8 pax.)



Usefull informationsUsefull informations

Professionnal training program
Our programs can be fully or partially charged as professionnal training.

Groups, early bookings, specific request 
Rates on demand.
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www.4move.fr       Facebook : @4Move.fr

Testing, Trainings, Events     Insta : 4movexperience

laponie@4move.fr  /  +33 6 61 79 90 09   LinkedIn : 4move-consulting


